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Samsung Galaxy Watch3

Mi Band 5

Huawei Watch Fit

The watch that watches out for you. 

Go smart, live more.

More possibilities on your wrist.

Galaxy Watch3 combines smartphone-level productivity and 
leading health technology in one premium and classic device. 
Samsung’s most advanced Galaxy Watch yet, Galaxy Watch3 
helps you effortlessly manage your life and health — putting your 
well-being in your hands.

Designed for both indoor & outdoor exercise, the Mi Smart Band 5 
is your perfect companion to a healthier you! With improvements 
from its past iteration, from better workout tracking, sleep tracking 
and battery management, live your best life today with the Mi 
Smart Band 5.

The incredibly thin and light Huawei Watch fit packs upgraded battery performance 
into just 21 grams, making it the perfect all-day companion. Featuring dual chipset 
architecture and power-saving algorithms, this watch can last for up to 10 days. 
And with the quick charge technology, it can last you a whole day with just a 
5-minute charge.
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ACtion
Lights, camera

Designed for mobile journalists, videographers, and vloggers, the 
Comica BoomX-D Series is an ultracompact, true wireless digital 
microphone system with microphones transmitter and receiver. 
It offers a complete solution for recording dialogue, interviews, and 
speech with one/ two people talking simultaneously—directly to a 
mirrorless/DSLR camera or a mobile device.

Comica Audio 

BoomX-D Series
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Portability is the name of game with the Nanguang MP32C LED 
Ring Light. Bring this Ring Light anywhere, it runs on just 2 AA 
batteries! Adjustable colour temperatures from 3200K-5600K 
means you’ll be in control of the mood. Put the “Lights” back into 
“Lights, Camera, Action!” with the Nanguang MP32C LED Ring Light.

Who is that girl I see, staring straight back at me? Nanlite makes your 
reflection glow with its highly customizable LED lighting. Get those 
irresistible bedroom eyes with the Halo 14” LED Ring Light, power 
up your device with the built-in USB slot, as you live stream from 
anywhere and everywhere. Portable, light, powerful.  

Nanguang MP32C 

LED Ring Light

Nanlite Halo 14” LED Ring Light 

(free L170 Small Light Stand)

Scan to shop!Scan to shop!

The Brinno BARD offers endless opportunities for creatively showcasing your 
business. Bards were professional storytellers in medieval Gaelic and British culture 
who used song and dance to share stories. With the Brinno BARD creative 
camera kit, become a 21st century Bard and use time lapse video to create 
modern stories that innovate your business and spark creativity. 

Brinno BARD Showcase 
with Time Lapse Creative 
Camera Kit BAC2000
More than just a camera.
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vivo X50 Pro Xiaomi Redmi 9
Pro cameras. Capture your moment.
Shaky footages are a thing of the past with this camera powerhouse. 
vivo’s revolutionary ‘Big Eye’ rear main camera sits on a double-ball 
suspension mount, so it can rotate to bring the whole world into view. 
Coupled with a robust build and long battery life, get the most of 
your mobile photography. 

Triple cameras for triple the fun! The Redmi 9 comes with everything 
you need from a modern smartphone, from an efficient processor 
to a FHD+ screen. Get more than what you pay for with this gem 
of a smartphone!

Samsung Galaxy Note20 Ultra
Go big or go home.
As we face a new normal, life demands a new kind of device. This is 
not a smartphone as you know it. This is a computer suite in your 
pocket. This is next-level gaming on mobile. This is a pro-grade 8K 
camera and editing suite. This is the power phone that forever 
changes how you work and play.

Scan to shop!
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OPPO A53 OPPO Reno 4 Pro
Faster and smoother, feel the speed. Innovative photography features.
The lightweight, ultra-thin OPPO A53 is ergonomically designed 
to fit into a single hand, all while supporting a 5000mAh long-lasting 
battery. With a powerful Octa-core processor, say goodbye to 
unnecessary waiting or interruptions when you finally have a moment 
to watch that long-awaited video. Faster and smoother in all the 
right ways.

Infinite wonders await those who seek. With an impressive array 
of cameras, 3D Borderless Sense Screen, and 65W SuperVOOC 
2.0 charging, be mesmerized by the endless possibilities that the 
Reno 4 Pro can bring. 

Samsung Galaxy Tab S7
Change how you work and play.
Meet Galaxy Tab S7. Work and play on the ultra smooth 120Hz display, powered 
by Samsung’s most powerful chipset. Get a PC-like experience with the snap of 
a keyboard, or use the ultra low latency S Pen to write like never before. An immersive 
tablet experience changing the way you work and play.

Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 2
Farewell, flat.
The world’s number one foldable, this cutting-edge smartphone 
puts powerful performance, foldable glass, and an all-day battery 
all in the palm of your hand. Improved in everyway possible, this is 
the future of smartphones.
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giving
season of

iPhone SE Huawei P40 Pro
Lots to love. Less to spend. The brand new iPhone SE is the perfect 
gift for those looking for a new phone from a simpler time. But don’t 
let its design fool you, under the hood the iPhone SE comes with the 
same processor as the iPhone 11 Pro. It’s the most powerful chipset 
in the most popular size for the most affordable price.

Quad camera setup co-engineered with Leica, Kirin 990 5G Chipset 
and 2 day battery life. Go as far as your mind can take you, with the 
Huawei P40 Pro beside you every step of the way. From photography 
to productivity, its a powerhouse in all aspects. You could say that 
its everything you need from a smartphone, but more.

Scan to shop!
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Devialet Phantom 
Premier

DJI OM 4

Chipolo ONE 4 Pack

Insta360 ONE R 
Twin Edition

Know someone who misplaces things? Or maybe it’s you? Don’t worry, 
we won’t tell. The Chipolo ONE item lets you know where your 
belongings are, just attach the Chipolo ONE to anything, and you’ll 
be able to find them in no time. Even get reminders on your phone 
if you leave them behind! Comes with 4 Chipolo ONEs. 

Audiophile? Prepare to be floored. The Phantom Premier is immaculate 
in its acoustic design, offering a soundstage that is equally elagant 
as it is powerful. Plug, play and unleash the physical impact of a high- 
end ultra-dense sound with power, clarity and precision like nothing 
you’ve ever encountered.

Capture the perfect moment with the OM 4, whenever and 
wherever that may be. The magnetic phone clamp and magnetic 
ring holder lets you effortlessly record your life moments with 
pizzazz, free from shaky footage and inteference. 

Get two action cameras in one. The ONE R Twin Edition transforms 
on the fly from a 360° to a 4K 60fps wide-angle shooter. You’ll 
always have the right tool to capture the moment, no matter 
when or where.

Scan to shop!
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The Nuraphone is the world’s only headphone that automatically 
learns and adapts to your unique hearing. Want to be right in front 
of your favourite live show? You got it. Or immerse yourself in the 
tranquility inside the back booth of a jazz bar? Done. The Nuraphone’s 
got you covered across the full spectrum of audio fidelity.  

Nuraphone
A reinvention of the headphone, built to deliver 
the most immersive listening experience.

Elevate your home with the timeless, iconic design of the Harman 
Kardon Aura Studio 3 for 360° of beautiful sound. A stunning Bluetooth 
speaker that looks as good as it sounds. It pairs room-filling audio with 
integrated ambient light effects, a water wave ripple movement to 
experience your music in a new, visually dynamic way. Blends in 
beautifully with your décor, in any room of your home.

With its signature round silhouette, premium fabric cover and 
aluminum handle for easy portability, the Harman Kardon Onyx 
Studio 6’s combines style and convenience in a sophisticated and 
refined Bluetooth speaker. With an IPX7 waterproof rating, 8 hours 
of continuous playtime and wireless dual sound, the Harman Kardon  
Onyx Studio 6 is the ideal complement of any interior.

Harman Kardon 
Aura Studio 3

Harman Kardon 
Onyx Studio 6

Music in full colour. Striking design meets superior sound.

Scan to shop! Scan to shop!
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Nura’s award-winning personalised sound technology, in a light-
weight, portable, and compact form. Experience depth and detail 
like never before with an adaptable soundscape that delivers a 
revolutionary listnening experience like no other.

Nuraploop
The world’s smartest earphones.
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The Bose TV Speaker is a one-step, simple solution for better TV 
sound. It’s small but powerful, delivering a clear, balanced, and natural- 
sounding audio experience that enhances dialogue and bass performance. 

Sony WH-1000XM4 Wireless 
Noise Cancelling Headphones

Bose TV Speaker

Be at one with your music.

Hear your TV better.

Fully immerse yourself in luxurious audio — minus distractions. 
Harman Kardon FLY ANC headphones’ advanced active Noise- 
cancelling technology completely connects you with your music. 
Precision engineered, these beautifully crafted over-ear headphones 
deliver up to 20 hours of disturbance-free listening, or up to 30 
hours with noise-cancelling switched off.

Harman Kardon FLY ANC
Harman Kardon signature sound.

Harman Kardon Neo delivers impeccable sound in a palm-sized, 
portable package. Compact, sleek and IPX7 waterproof, this ultra- 
portable speaker can play continuously for up to 10 hours, while its 
echo-cancelling speakerphone ensures crystal-clear phone calls. 
On your desk or in the backyard, the Harman Kardon Neo fits 
beautifully anywhere.

Harman Kardon Neo
Beautiful sound in a small package.
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Whether you’re flying long-haul or relaxing in a café, the WH-1000XM4 
headphones deliver Sony’s best ever noise cancelling performance, 
keeping out even more high and mid frequency sounds.
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Pictar was born to address mobile photographers of all levels who want
to get more from their Smartphone camera and miss that good-old 
feeling of being able to hold a traditional camera. It includes a patented, 
revolutionary interface that uses sound frequencies to activate the 
camera, which saves battery power when compared to Bluetooth 
activation. The Pictar Smart Grip is available in silver/black, millennial 
pink and smokey white.

Wanna record every precious moment quick and simple? No tedious 
installation, no balance adjustment, even no need for tiring editing. 
SMOOTH-XS comes with its compact size and powerful features 
aking your daily filmmaking smartly and easily.

Pictar Smart Grip ZhiYun Smooth XS
Adventure unfolds. Xtra fun, Xtra life.

Smaller than a standard sheet of paper, DORY can fit into a backpack 
and be easily transported wherever you want to use it. It also comes 
with an internal 4800 mAh battery that allows up to one hour of 
exploration with a full charge. Explore the ocean blue with stunning 
clarity with DORY’s built-in true color restoration algorithm. 

Chasing DORY 
Underwater Drone
The most affordable and portable 

underwater drone.
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Shoot up to 5k 30 fps videos and 20 MP photos with the new GoPro HERO 9. 
Comes with improved HyperSmooth 3.0 and TimeWarp 3.0, so you can focus on 
your creativity without worrying about shaky footage. 

GoPro Hero 9
More resolution. More everything.
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Inspired by DJI’s RoboMaster robotics competition, the S1 is an educational robot 
that offers endless possibilities through AI technology, exciting gameplay modes, 
and a hands-on user experience. 

Mavic Mini is a compact, powerful drone that brings the possibilities 
of aerial creation to more people than ever before. Its affordable 
price and lightweight design, combined with a 12MP camera and 
intelligent flight modes make it the perfect starter drone for anyone 
looking to get up in the air.

DJI RoboMaster S1

DJI Mavic Mini

Learn to win.

The everyday flycam.
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Designed to make your remote meetings smarter, Kandao 360° 
conference camera is all what you need for any video conferences. 
360° camera captures the entire room in 8K resolution without 
stitching. The omni-directional mics pick up sounds in every direction, 
even as far away as 13 feet. Work remotely and communicate as 
if you were in the same room with your team, talking face to face.

Power up all your devices easily with the ALLOCACOC PowerCube 
Extended. With a cable length of 1.5 m, nothing will be be out of reach, 
and with the included remote, wirelessly enable your devices with ease.

The original PowerCube comes with a bevy of power sockets to 
power up all your favourite devices. From printers to computers, the 
PowerCube will juice up all you need to keep your household going!

The Rosseau Mid II front-load backpack tote is the smallest backpack 
in its range. Another of PKG’s original design, it’s loaded with features 
built into the bag and also includes our signature removable organizational 
tote. Hidden magnets on the front zippered pocket fold-over flap 
and the top tote handles keeps a clean, simplistic aesthetic without 
compromising functionality.

The Richmond II is a refined version of PKG’s LB03. The top magnetic 
fold-over protects the securable zippered main compartment, with 
a built-in padded laptop sleeve (supports up to 16”) and multi-wall 
organization to get all your essentials in for the day. The two front 
pockets comes with zippered closures and magnetic fold-overs 
for a clean aesthetic.

Kandao Meeting 360° All- 
in-one Conferencing Camera

ALLOCACOC PowerCube 
Extended |Remote| SET UK

ALLOCACOC PowerCube 
|Original| USB SURGE UK

PKG Rosseau Mid IIPKG Richmond II

Make remote meeting smarter.

Unlimited power, remotely.Plugs that never block.

Mid in size, big in features.The original, but better.
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About us
We’ve always believed in enhancing our customers’ digital and tech 
lifestyles here at Urban Republic. Since our inception in 2014, it has 
been our goal to provide the latest and greatest in technology and 
lifestyle gadgets to our customers. From smartphones to home audio 
solutions, Urban Republic has all your tech needs under one roof. 

Our outlets are available in Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Selangor, Perak, 
Malacca, Johor, Sabah and Sarawak,

Come and visit us, and be a part of the Republic!

Scan for website

Gurney Plaza, Penang                     Level 3                    No 170-03-12B/17 

Queensbay Mall, Penang                   Level 2                    2F - 112, 111, 110   
AEON Mall Kinta City, Perak           Level 1                     Lot No. F 45 

Sunway Pyramid, Selangor                 Lower Ground 2    Lot: LG2.135 (Blue Zone) 

AEON Mall Bukit Tinggi , Klang       Level 2                    Lot S49 

Velocity Mall, Kuala Lumpur              Level 3                    Lot No.3-54 

AEON Mall Bandaraya Melaka         Level 2                    Lot No. S53 

AEON Mall Tebrau City, Johor         Level 2                    Lot No. S57 

Toppen Shopping Centre, Johor        Level 2                    Lot No.L2.06   
The Spring, Sarawak                            Ground Floor         Lot No. R5 & G26 

Imago KK Times Square, Sabah         Level 2                    Lot No. 2 - 32  

AEON Mall Bukit Mertajam, Penang

Gurney Plaza, Penang

Urban Republic

Erafone

Urban Republic Pop-up Store

Level 2             Lot S45, Second Floor

Level 3             No 170-03-91
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